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Abstract 

As a step to realize Vision 2020, 60:40 ratio policy was announced to produce manpower from scientific and 
technical field. However, the number of students channel into science stream classes is still far from the targeted 
ratio. The deterioration of the students enroll into science stream after PMR, Lower Secondary Assessment will 
give an impact to the effort in encouraging them to further science study in tertiary level. The aim of the study 
is to identify scientific epistemological belief among science stream and arts stream students. Besides, it is 
also to identify the difference of scientific epistemological belief between science stream and arts stream 
students. A total of 370 respondents were selected from both science and arts streams to answer the 
questionnaire Physics Scientific Epistemological Measurement for Students (PESP). Results showed that 
most of the science stream respondents were in transition scientific epistemological belief level (67.39%). 
In the case of arts stream respondents, most of the respondents were in naïve and low transition 
epistemological belief level (92.5%). Overall, the mean value for scientific epistemological belief of science 
stream respondents (3.14) is higher compared to arts stream respondents (3.01). Based on the t- test result, there 
is a significance difference in scientific epistemological belief for both science stream and arts stream 
respondents (t = .07909-.17289, p < 0.05). The research results draw implications to the current curriculum 
system. Duration of science classes, instructions, examination questions’ pattern and curricular materials should 
be examined and amended for the current needs. However, more research should be carried out in order to 
improve students’ scientific epistemological belief level. 

Keywords: scientific epistemological belief level, science stream, physics scientific epistemological 
measurement for students 

1. Introduction 

In 1991, Tun Dr. Mahathir Mohammad, Malaysia fourth Prime Minister declared the Vision 2020 in Malaysia 
Business Council inaugural meeting. As a step to realize Vision 2020, 60:40 ratio policy was announced to 
produce manpower from scientific and technical field. However, the number of students channel into science 
stream classes is still far from the targeted ratio (Ong, 2006; Mohd-Salleh et al., 2012).  

The decline in the quality of the ration of students enrols into science stream after PMR will give an impact to 
the effort in encouraging them to further science study in tertiary level (Alimuddin, 2012). The causes of the 
deterioration might be difficulty level of the subject (Checkley, 2010) and interest (Varghese, 2006). However, 
researches conducted by Checkley (2010), Caygill and Telford (2007), Zanaton, Lilia, and Kamisah (2006) 
showed that students perceive science subject as an interesting and not a difficult subject to learn. This 
deterioration of science stream students is in contrary to the headings science curriculum (MOE, 2005). As a 
developing country, we need professional such as researchers, scientists, and engineers to motivate the economy 
development (Phang et al., 2011; Phang et al., 2013). For the sake of economy growth, science stream is the only 
manufacturer to produce science manpower in order meets the nation’s professional demands. Hence, the reasons 
of declining trend in science stream classes should be identified. Research conducted by Checkley (2005) 
showed students’ choices are greatly influenced by their perception. Harteis, Gruber, and Hertramph (2010) 
reported that the perception of learning opportunities was affected by one’s epistemological belief. Hence, 
epistemological belief might be the factor which influences students’ choices of science stream or arts stream 
classes.  

Epistemological belief is defined as students’ thinking about knowledge, the definition about knowledge, how 
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knowledge is constructed, how is it evaluated and know where it occurs (Hofer, 2011). A research carried out by 
Trautwein and Ludtke (2007) found that students’ epistemological beliefs in certainty of knowledge give impact 
on students’ choices of study at college level. Furthermore, Liu and Tsai (2008) reported that the difference of 
epistemological belief is present among science and non-science major students. Again, students’ 
epistemological belief might affect their choices in major field.  

The aim of the study is to identify scientific epistemological belief among science stream and arts stream 
students. Besides, it is also to identify the difference of scientific epistemological belief between science stream 
and arts stream students. There are many research have showed that students showing positive attitude, and 
feeling interested in learning science subject. Trautwein and Ludtke (2007) reported that student’s scientific 
epistemological belief will impact their choices of major in college level. Therefore, it will be important to find 
out form 4 students’ scientific epistemological belief so that educator able to take action to improve students’ 
scientific epistemological belief. 

2. Method 

There are 370 respondents were selected from both science and arts stream to answer the questionnaire Physics 
Scientific Epistemological Measurement for Students (PESP) which is constructed by Nor (2013). Questionnaire 
PESP was constructed based on several instruments used in the previous research. There were 45 items used to 
examine students’ scientific epistemological beliefs. This instrument was divided into three sections which were 
sections A, B and C. Section A was a demographical questionnaire. This section consisted of six items 
investigating student’s school name, class, gender, races, their PMR results in subject science and mathematics. 
Besides, information about which science subject they are taking was collected. If student is taking at least two 
science subjects then the student will be considered as science stream students (BPPD, 2000).  

There were 45 items which examined students’ scientific epistemological beliefs in section B and C. In section B, 
11 items were examined. Five point CAD (Contrasting Alternatives Design) rather than Likert scale was used in 
this section (Nor, 2013). This is because according to Azizi et al. (2007), Likert scale was much more suitable in 
measuring students’ attitude. On the other hand, as explained by Halloun (2001), the use of CAD avoids students 
from confusing with the option provided in the questionnaires. For example, the choice of strongly disagree (SD) 
and disagree (D) or agree (A) and strongly agree (SA). 

There were 34 items in section C. The difference in between section B and C was the usage of Likert scale in this 
section C. Students were required to rate the items by using five point Likert scale in section C. The five point 
Likert scale used in section B was Strongly Disagree (SD), Disagree (D), Somewhat Disagree (S), Agree (A) and 
Strongly Agree (SA). A high Alpha Cronbach value which is 0.971 was obtained.  

Two types of analysis were used which were descriptive statistic and inferential statistic. Sections B and C, 
ordinal scale was applied. The item consisted of both positive and negative items. Hence, researcher examined 
students’ responds manually. Besides, students’ responds was classified into three categories which were 
responds which are opposite with scientist, responds which is less agree with scientist and responds same as 
scientist. Then, according to the number of item in each classification, researcher grouped them into 4 categories 
of scientific epistemological beliefs levels. The researcher keyed in students’ scientific epistemological beliefs 
into SPSS system. Descriptive data analysis was used to describe students’ responds to each item in term of 
mean and standard deviation (Nor, 2013).  

There were ten hypotheses testing in this research study in order to answer research objective. Inferential data 
analysis was carried out in the hypothesis testing part. One sample t-test was applied to in the hypothesis testing 
part. The test was conducted at the level of significance, 0.05. If calculated p value is greater than 0.05, H0 
would be retained and vice versa. 

3. Results 

According to the obtained result in table 1, we found out that most of the science stream respondents are in 
transition scientific epistemological belief level. Besides, a significant number of science stream respondents are 
in naïve epistemological belief level. On the other hand, the number of science stream respondents in 
sophisticated epistemological belief level is low. In the case of arts stream respondents, most of the arts stream 
respondents are in naïve and low transition epistemological belief level. However, few number of arts stream 
respondents in high transition and sophisticated scientific epistemological belief level. The percentage of arts 
stream respondents in high transition and sophisticated epistemological belief level is low compared to science 
stream respondents.  

Overall, the mean value for scientific epistemological belief of science stream respondents is higher 
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compared to arts stream respondents. Based on the t- test result, there is a significance difference in 
scientific epistemological belief for both science stream and arts stream respondents (t = .07909-.17289, p < 
0.05). Further, a detailed analysis revealed that science stream respondents showed better understanding in 
the dimension of application of physics concept in daily life, source of knowledge, theories and laws are 
different forms of scientific knowledge and based upon observation and inferences compared to arts stream 
respondents. Conversely, arts stream respondents showed better understanding in the dimension of the 
process to knowledge production compared to science stream respondent. On the other hand, both science 
and arts stream respondents showed no difference in the dimension of mathematics in physics, tentative, 
creative and myth of scientific method. The result might reveal the reason why respondents choose to be 
enrolled into science or arts stream. The reason is self- selection (Trautwein & Ludtke, 2006). Self-selection 
is belief in certainty dimension choose to study hard field (pure science and engineering). According to our 
data analysis, 57% science stream respondents showed opposite view as scientist in dimension of the 
process to knowledge production. Research conducted by Paulson & Wells (1998) revealed that students in 
hard field have naïve epistemological belief in certainty of knowledge than soft science. Therefore, we 
belief that self-selection might affect students’ choices to be enrolled into science or arts stream. Based on 
the obtained results, a correct scientific epistemological belief should be exposed to students as early as in 
primary school. This can be done by changing teacher’s teaching methods and the assessment to assess 
students’ performance in subject science. 

 

Table 1. Comparison between science stream arts stream respondents in each scientific epistemological belief 
level 

 Scientific epistemological belief level  

Epistemological belief Naïve Low transition High Transition Sophisticated Total 

Science stream 
52 

(28.3%) 

94 

(51.1%) 

30 

(16.3%) 

8 

(4.3%) 

184 

(49.7%) 

Art stream 
97 

(52.2%) 

75 

(40.3%) 

12 

(6.5%) 

2 

(1.1%) 

186 

(50.3%) 

Total 
149 

(40.3%) 

169 

(45.7%) 

42 

(11.4%) 

10 

(2.7) 

370 

(100.0%)

 

4. Discussion and Conclusion 

The issue of deterioration of science stream respondents gave us an idea to identify scientific epistemological 
belief among the science stream and arts stream respondents. This study was conducted with students in Johor 
Bahru area who enrolled into form 4 in year 2014. Their scientific epistemological belief level was identified. 
Most of the science stream students were in transition scientific epistemological belief level which is considered 
as mixed view (Halloun, 2001). On the other hand, most of the arts stream respondents were in naïve and low 
transition epistemological belief level. There is a significance difference in between science stream and arts 
stream respondents in scientific epistemological belief level. Based on the result, science stream respondents 
hold better scientific epistemological belief than arts stream respondents. 

Although both streams of students showed differences in scientific epistemological belief, the existed difference 
was low. Besides, science stream respondents do not show sophisticated epistemological belief in all scientific 
epistemology dimensions. Furthermore, both streams of students showed no difference in 4 dimension which are 
mathematics in physics, tentative, creative and myth of scientific method. 

On the other hand, science stream students showed better scientific epistemological belief than arts stream 
respondents in 4 dimensions which are application of physics in daily life, the source of knowledge, theories and 
laws are different forms of science knowledge and based upon observation and inferences. These 4 dimensions 
might be the reason of why students choose to be enrolled into science stream. Besides, arts stream respondents 
have better understanding than science stream respondents in the dimension of the process to knowledge 
production. Research conducted by Smith and Wenk (2006) reported that students who believe in certainty will 
lead them to science stream. Therefore it is accepted that science stream respondents have naive epistemological 
belief level in process to knowledge production and this dimension did play a role in affecting students’ choices 
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of stream. The reason of self-selection (Trautwein & Ludtke, 2006) was used to explain the situation. On the 
other hand, students’ scientific epistemological belief was closely related with academic result. Paulson & Wells 
(1998) reported that students with higher academic result were less likely believe in simple knowledge. Hence, 
naive scientific epistemological belief causes students to be enrolled into arts stream. 

According to the t-test result, it showed that there is a significant difference between science stream and arts 
stream respondents in scientific epistemological belief level. This result is in line with the research conducted by 
Kurt (2009) and Takoyashi, Piti, and Brian (2012). They reasoned that duration of science classes might affect 
repondents’ scientific epistemological beliefs. Peer and Atputhasamy (2005) showed that eight graders 
respondents have lowest scores in the dimension of justification and development. This is due to the reason of 
the way of using science experiment in science classroom. Hence, instructions, examination questions’ pattern 
and curricular materials should be examined and amended for the current needs. However, more research should 
be done on the topic of scientific epistemological belief in order to improve students’ scientific epistemological 
belief level. Based on the discussion, researcher found out that duration of science classes, curricular materials 
and the way of using experiments affects students’ scientific epistemological belief. As a result, different 
scientific epistemological belief was existed between science and arts stream students. Hence, it can be 
concluded that students’ scientific epistemological belief affects students’ choices to be enrolled into science or 
arts stream. 
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